MOCK EXAM – Complete mock
exams which test your knowledge
and understanding of the GCSE topics
you have studied

?

REVISION– Begin in-class revision to
supplement the revision you are
already completing in your own time
and during intervention.

RESULTS – Your History journey
at Westborough is now complete!
Congratulations and good luck in
your future!

YOUR
FUTURE
The Rise of the Nazis –
Germany
1933-39–
Investigate how Hitler
and his Nazi Party
seized
control
of
Germany and created a
reign of terror

GCSE EXAMS – Complete the 3
History exams
MOCK EXAM– Complete
mock exams which test
your knowledge and
understanding of the
GCSE topics you have
studied

YEAR

The making of America – Find out
about the battles, murders and
massacres which led to the USA we
know today

The Making of
America – how the
Native Americans
lived, and how the
arrival
of
the
Europeans
changed
the
country forever

11

Weimar Germany 1918-1933 –
Discover how a war ravaged
Germany tried to rebuild after
World War One, and how
revolutionary factions sought to
change the country forever

Anglo-Saxon England c. 1060-1066–
How did people in England live
before the Norman invasion, was it
really a ‘golden age’?

Medicine on the Western
Front– Learn about the
horrific
and
grotesque
injuries caused by modern
warfare, and how doctors
dealt with them

YEAR

10

The Rise of the Nazis
– Germany 1933-39–
Investigate
how
Hitler and his Nazi
Party seized control
of Germany and
created a reign of
terror

Weimar Germany 1918-1933 – Discover
how a war ravaged Germany tried to rebuild
after World War One, and how
revolutionary factions sought to change the
country forever

Modern medical developments –
Research the developments in modern
medicine, the great scientists and their
ideas which have saved so many lives

OPTIONS CHOICES– Decide
whether or not to continue
on your History journey after
the end of Year 8

Britain and the wider world – learn why
Indian and Africa are such important
countries in the history of Britain

YEAR
Medicine in Medieval
England– explore the
strange and bizarre
ideas people had about
health 1000 years ago

Power, life and death in
the Middle Ages – find
out about the dreadful
diseases people faced,
and the curious cures
they used

The 20th Century World – discover
why there were so many wars, and
how some of history’s most evil
characters took power

9

The 20th Century World –
discover why there were so
many wars, and how some of
history’s most evil characters
took power

The Industrial Revolution–
Find out how British
ingenuity helped make the
richest country in the world
Life in Tudor and Stuart times Explore some of the major events in
British history, such as the Gunpowder
Plot and the Great Fire of London

Here come the Tudors – an introduction to
England’s most ruthless royal family. How did
they seize power, and why did they kill so
may people?

YEAR

8

TASTER DAY– Join us
for an experience of a
‘typical’
day
at
Westborough
High
School.

1066 and all that – learn all about how the
English lived 1000 years ago, and the
invasion of a brutal foreign force

YEAR
The Norman Conquest –
how did the Norman
invaders crush anybody
who opposed them?

The
Protectorate
and
the
Restoration –
Discover how
England was
ruled
after
the king was
killed

7

The English Civil
War – what made
England go to war
with itself?

OPEN EVENING– Come
and discover the exciting
opportunities that History
at Westborough has to
offer.

PRIMARY
SCHOOL

